
8 Minutes to Alpha: Review Examining Craig Ballantyne’s Program Released  
 
8 Minutes to Alpha reviews have been popping up all over the Internet and 

HealthyandFitZone.com reveals the truth about this program that claims to help men boost 

their T levels naturally. 
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8 Minutes to Alpha is written by a world class expert in fitness, nutrition and fat loss whose 

advice has been featured in Maxim, Men’s Fitness and Men’s Health. Craig claims that men 

don’t need to run a marathon to experience health benefits; in fact, he claims that they 

shouldn’t overwork their body because it may be doing more damage than good. This has 

caught the attention of HealthyandFitZone.com’s Stan Stevenson, prompting an investigative 

review. 

“Our 8 Minutes to Alpha review shows that this is all about diet and exercise specifically for 

men to help them boost their T levels, lose weight and gain confidence. Craig has made this 

program that takes 8 minutes and can be done from home,” reports Stevenson. “This plan will 

not make you tired or cranky like some other diet plans. It will also not make you feel like you 

are missing out on something. This plan will not make you tired and it will not make you feel 

like you are missing out on something. The promise is that you will feel amazing.” 

Besides the diet and exercise plan, 8 Minutes to Alpha teaches things like what is really hurting 

men’s T levels, why they can’t lose weight and how to fix that, recipes that will help them boost 

their testosterone production, how to turn the clock back and feel younger, more energetic, 

and more masculine, why their workout may be hurting their health and what chemicals they 

need to watch out for that are damaging their hormones. Bonuses include Movement Boost, 

Banish Man-Eating Chemicals Guide and 7-day fast start guide. 

“This is the kind of guy we want to get our information and advice from and we thought you 

would feel the same. The ’8 minutes’ refers to a morning routine that helps you get your 

testosterone working for you. If you are over 30 and worried about your T levels declining, then 

this is for you; it really is that simple,” says Stevenson. “Backed by research, this ridiculously 

cheap and all-natural method to boost T levels is tailored to work with men’s bodies Learn what 

is really killing your T levels and what you can do about it with neither weights nor equipment 

required. If you are suffering with health issues due to low T levels, and you’ve been told that 

this is just the way it is, then this is for you.” 

“If you want to know how to eat and exercise to boost your T levels the real way, then the 

information inside of 8 Minutes to Alpha is for you. It could help you boost your testosterone 

production, energy, confidence, focus and more. If you want to build up your T levels and 



experience better health, you owe it to yourself to at least check out the information that Craig 

shares inside. ” 

Those wishing to purchase 8 Minutes to Alpha, or for more information, click here:  
http://healthyandfitzone.com/go/8MinutestoAlpha/ 
 
To access a comprehensive 8 Minutes to Alpha review, visit http://healthyandfitzone.com/8-
minutes-to-alpha-review 
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